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About This Game

KaBoom Monsters is a revolutionary fantasy strategic card game!

The game takes place against a backdrop of rich details and terrific graphics – in a fantasy world that doesn’t take itself too
seriously.

The intuitive gameplay is backed up by a rich and immersive gaming experience. You create your own cards, develop your deck
and jump into an epic single player campaign with a series of battles. KaBoom Monsters offers a unique card/object crafting

system allowing you to pimp up your weapons, shields and add different objects to boost your deck.

“FEATURES”
-More than 100 cards and constantly increasing!

-Crafting-cards, sacrifice three of your cards to get a stronger one.
-Rich recipe system to create weapons, shields and special abilities!

-2 Maps with 25 epic quests.
-So much fantasy-humor!

-Detailed and addictive graphics
-A lot of secrets to discover!
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kaboom monsters. kaboom box monster. kaboom monster truck show

dont waste your time here. Don't Buy It.
You can find a browser Version!. Fun little game, but way to easy once you realize that you can buy every card at cheap prizes
at the market. OK for less than one buck on sale I think. Would not pay more ;-).. The concept of this game was interesting, but
it was not implemented very well at all. There are many other PvE card games out there that I would recommend over this
game.. It is short and easy to learn. Takes just abit over 1 hour to finish complete, so you dont get much time out of the game.
None the less i would recommend it if you get it at a fair price. One of the better small/cheap games out there.
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It's early access, so hopefully it will see a lot of improvements, because so far, it's a fun game. But there is just too much wrong
with it.

- Crafting is useless (you can buy everything and it's cheaper)
- Easiest levels give the same amount of juice as the hardest
- You can buy EVERYTHING, even the most powerful cards
- No way to delete useless cards and your Inv becomes a mess
- After buying the most powerful cards, there is no challenge left
- Booster packs are unbalanced and overprized (2 Bronze packs are cheaper than 1 gold pack and you get more cards and the
same amount of rare cards)

Some suggestions for possible improvements:

- Crafting overhaul for the weapons: Buy weapons and use materials to improve them further, maybe 3 levels of improvement
- You can't buy cards, without crafting them first
- You can't play a level twice, only make a random game, based on you current level
- Possible to sell cards
- Convert cards into materials
- Levels don't give almost the same amount of juice, no matter how hard
- You can claim a card after beating a level
- Less juice in general, more materials
- Cards are much more expensive, so it's harder to craft/buy the most powerful
- Pricing for the booster packs needs improvement

But would i recommend it? Well, it has potential and looks great. So yes and no. If you don't mind the flaws and you are
searching for a rather easy game, then go for it. Doesn't cost much, so why not.. Here you have to use your cards wisely,
it starts simple at the begin, but dont fool yourself
you have to stay aware that you need to upgrade your cards
try to use stronger cards only when you need them to gain your chainces
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